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Abstract

When a digital collection has been processed by OCR, the usability expecta-
tions of patrons and researchers are high. While the former expect full text 
search to return all instances of terms in historical collections correctly, the lat-
ter are more familiar with the impacts of OCR errors but would still like to 
apply big data analysis or machine-learning methods. All of these use cases 
depend on high quality textual transcriptions of the scans. This is why the 
National Library of Luxembourg (BnL) has developed a pipeline to improve 
OCR for existing digitised documents. Enhancing OCR in a digital library not 
only demands improved machine learning models, but also requires a  coherent 
reprocessing strategy in order to apply them efficiently in production systems. 
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The newly developed software tool, Nautilus, fulfils these requirements using 
METS/ALTO as a pivot format. The BnL has open-sourced it so that other 
libraries can re-use it on their own collections. This paper covers the creation 
of the ground truth, the details of the reprocessing pipeline, its production use 
on the entirety of the BnL collection, along with the estimated results. Based 
on a quality prediction measure, developed during the project, approximately 
28 million additional text lines now exceed the quality threshold.

Keywords: OCR quality; OCR correction; METS/ALTO; Luxembourg histori-
cal newspapers; ground truth

1. Introduction

The National Library of Luxembourg (BnL) has been digitising its newspa-
per heritage collections since 2005 in the METS/ALTO format with OCR pro-
cessing and manual zoning of individual articles. The results are available on 
the eluxemburgensia1 platform, which provides full-text search, displays the 
transcribed text alongside high-resolution images and can highlight search 
results on the image (Figure 1) using coordinates from the ALTO XML files.

Fig. 1: Example word-highlights, with one highlight spanning across two text lines.
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The BnL has never had in-house scanning facilities so external suppliers were 
hired through public tenders to perform the scanning, computer-assisted 
zoning into articles, setting article types (e.g. ARTICLE, DEATH_NOTICE or 
ADVERTISEMENT) and producing METS/ALTO. While manual parts of the 
digitisation chain, like handling, scanning and zoning have been thoroughly 
checked by the quality assurance team from the BnL, this was not done for 
the raw OCR transcription of the articles. It follows that the quality of the tex-
tual representation varies hugely and depends on the different OCR engines 
used at the time. The idea was that OCR could be improved in an automated 
way while keeping the benefit of the manual work.

The newspaper corpus that has been digitised is multilingual (German, 
French, Luxembourgish and some other languages), uses a variety of type-
faces (Antiqua, Fraktur), and mixes all of these elements even on the same 
page. As shown on Figure 2, it was challenging for the suppliers to always 
use the correct OCR engine for each block of text.

Fig. 2: Example block where OCR (output at left) was wrongly performed using ABBYY 
FineReader Engine 10 for French (Antiqua) (source image at right).

The idea of improvement was validated in a pilot project using the Tesseract 
(Smith, 2007) software, during which a metric based on dictionaries was used 
to make sure that new OCR was not worse than what we got from the sup-
plier. However, it was noted that “Tesseract did not perform consistently better 
than the original OCR, as we had expected. In fact it performed slightly worse in 
an overall comparison” (Maurer, 2017), for both Antiqua and Fraktur fonts, so 
a new effort was started in 2020 where all the individual components were 
tested again and improved as necessary. This led us to the development of 
Nautilus, an end-to-end METS/ALTO OCR enhancement pipeline applied 
and released as open source2 by the BnL.

The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the cre-
ation of a ground truth dataset. The main software pipeline is then laid out 

https://github.com/natliblux/nautilusocr
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in Section 3, followed by a segment dedicated to the results related to its first 
application. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Ground Truth Generation

Nowadays machine learning models are at the core of OCR and their accuracy 
has a direct influence on the recognition quality for characters and words. As 
suggested by other, similar projects, like Kettunen et al. (2020), training on 
BnL data would produce the best results with Nautilus, for any underlying 
OCR engine that we would end up choosing. For that reason, the first project 
step involved deriving ground truth from the BnL’s digitised documents. To 
be able to generate such a dataset, we were faced with decisions regarding 
the data sampling strategy, transcription guidelines and quality assurance.

2.1. Data Sampling

During data sampling, we followed the objective of striking a balance 
between a diverse and a representative ground truth set. We tried to reflect 
the diversity of the corpus by balancing the following properties:

• Language (German, French, Luxembourgish)
• Newspaper title (52 distinct titles)
• Publication date (1841–1954)

The final selection includes 6723 text blocks, ranging from 1 to 1054 in num-
ber of transcribed words. The public domain part of the ground truth set has 
been published on the BnL’s open data platform.3

2.2. Transcription Guidelines

With financing made available by The AI4Gov initiative of the government of 
Luxembourg (The Luxembourg Government, n.d.), an external supplier was 
tasked with the transcription of these blocks. To guarantee its smooth exe-
cution, we needed a set of precise technical specifications. Those were fun-
damentally inspired by the OCR-D (Neudecker et al., 2019) project, but we 
ended up relaxing many requirements so that it was easier to work with but 

https://data.bnl.lu/data/historical-newspapers/
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In general, we defined the transcription process itself to follow three steps for 
every given block:

1. Identifying the text lines within the block.
2. Identifying the characters within each text line.
3. Take the existing ALTO file and update lines, words and coordinates

(works for ALTO 1.0 and above).

Two decisions, tied to the first two steps, were taken to potentially allow the 
training of more robust character recognition models:

• Ground truth text line bounding boxes were not allowed to be skewed 
(i.e. forced to be perfectly horizontal with respect to the block), entail-
ing that the text line itself had the possibility to be slightly skewed.

• Every single character transcription was assigned a confidence value,
based on three discrete classes. This enabled including/excluding
characters that were harder to recognise for the transcribers (e.g.
because of smudged print) into the model training process.

2.3. Quality Assurance

To validate the level of ground truth quality, the requirement for a global 
accuracy of 99.95% was set. To enforce this target, we checked a small subset 

Fig. 3: Unexpected upside down “r” (2nd line, last character).

which also means that it is not 100% compatible with ground truth generated 
according to the real OCR-D guidelines.

During the execution of the project, we collaborated in a responsive man-
ner with the supplier, to address unexpected cases and questions. To name 
a few examples, the transcription for upside down (Figure 3), horizontally 
reversed, invisible or artwork characters needed to be defined, once the first 
cases were discovered.
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of blocks using a combination of custom software and manual verification. 
The software was designed to perform as many automatic checks as possible, 
such as the filtering of non-whitelisted characters or the detection of overlap-
ping line bounding boxes (potentially indicating an error).

Returned data batches generally featured a couple of smaller quality issues, 
which were promptly rectified with subsequent batch iterations. Among 
those problems, to name a few, were invalid ALTO files, wrong word bound-
ing boxes or a wrong number of confidence values. In the end, after five 
months of preparing, specifying and transcribing the data, the ground truth 
project concluded and the desired accuracy target was met.

3. Nautilus

We next steer the focus to the Nautilus pipeline itself. The software encapsu-
lates an end-to-end workflow with regard to the objective of enhancing OCR 
quality of existing METS/ALTO data.

3.1. Block Definition

To proceed with the specifics of the pipeline, we first require a more precise 
definition of a block. A block generally represents an image containing text of 
an individual paragraph or even a small article (ALTO TextBlock tag). In terms 
of layout, a block is always contained within a single text column. We refer to 
a block image (e.g. Figure 4), identified through index i, as Bi. Similarly, a new 
Nautilus output (derived from Bi) is denoted as new

iB , the original OCR text as 
i

i
orB  and the ground truth counterpart as t

i
gB .

Fig. 4: Small sample block used to demonstrate the pipeline, in the following referred to as Bs.
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The targeting of existing blocks and not changing their coordinates in the out-
put file means that the METS logical structMap does not need to be changed. 
This simplifies the integration of the resulting improvements into the METS/
ALTO package.

3.2. Mets/ALTO Pipeline

The six steps seen in Figure 5 can be detailed as follows:

1. Input
A METS/ALTO package is expected as input. This means that, next
to the METS file, every scanned page of the target document has to
be represented as one single ALTO (original OCR) and one archive
image file.

2. Extraction
Through parsing of the METS/ALTO files, every i

i
orB  is extracted and 

paired with the corresponding Bi, which is obtained by cropping the 
respective page image.

3. Targeting
Not every pair represents an enhancement target, however. The pipe-
line allows control over the type of blocks that are subject to repro-
cessing (e.g. blocks of type DEATH_NOTICE and ADVERTISEMENT
were discarded because their layout worked poorly with Nautilus).

Fig. 5: METS/ALTO pipeline overview.
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4. OCR
The OCR step can be seen as a meta-pipeline, to which every tar-
get pair is fed. This is the basis for a potential conversion to w

i
neB . 

Alternatively, the unmodified i
i
orB  is retained. Further elaborations 

on the OCR pipeline will follow with the next subsections.
5. Integration

Next, every w
i
neB  remains to be integrated into an updated METS/

ALTO package. This concretely demands the update of every tar-
geted TextBlock subtree within the respective ALTO file. Finally, the 
METS file is modified to incorporate the new ALTO checksums, file 
sizes and creation dates.

6. Output
To complete the circle, Nautilus outputs the input METS/ALTO
package, but with hopefully improved OCR quality.

3.3. OCR Pipeline

Diving in a bit deeper, located between the input block and the output text, 
are six distinct software components (Figure 6), which together form the OCR 
part of the pipeline.

Fig. 6: Sequentially structured OCR pipeline.
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3.3.1. Enhancement Prediction

Using a regression model trained on block features, denoted as Enhance, this 
component aims to predict the amount of improvement in OCR quality when 
retaining w

i
neB  instead of i

i
orB .

The regression model operates on a quality measure q, which is defined for 
r

i
ocB  as

gtocr ocr ocr ocr
i i i i iq(B  = 1 - min(|B |, edit(B , B  / |B) ) |

with
• the cardinality operator returning the amount of characters in the

block (including whitespaces).
• edit being the popular Levenshtein (1965) distance.

It follows that the difference new ori
i iq(B )-q(B ), predicted by Enhance, ranges 

from –1 to 1.

Any threshold value (denoted as θ) can subsequently be applied to fork the 
pipeline and eventually terminate right away, should Enhance ri

i
o(B ) be lower 

than desired. In that case, based on conducted experiments, the processing 
time of the pipeline generally stays below 5% of the time needed for a regular 
run (using all six components). This reduction in processing cost is joined by 
the two other motivations for enhancement prediction, namely:

• Reduction of the risk to degrade the quality of some blocks.
• Access to estimated improvement statistics.

For more detailed explanations, a dedicated article (Schneider & Maurer, 
2022) has been compiled, discussing all our enhancement prediction findings.

Leveraging ori
sB  from Section 3.1, containing a couple of unrecognised char-

acters (e.g. Grasen instead of Grafen), a considerable enhancement prediction 
comes with Enhance ori

s )(B 0.067.=
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3.3.2. Binarisation

Next follows binarisation, having four major tasks, being:

• Transforming Bi into a binary image.
• Dilating the image using a 2x2 pixels structuring element to poten-

tially repair broken characters.
• Padding the image so that the block has a leading and trailing white

margin.
• Possibly inverting an image containing light text on a dark

background.

3.3.3. Text Line Segmentation

Segmenting the binary image into individual text lines is a required step for 
the subsequent font class and character recognition components. Our efforts 
regarding this step have been comprehensively documented by Schneider 
(2021), describing the development of our own segmentation algorithm. 
Named CombiSeg, the method leverages a combination of morphological 
image operations and horizontal histogram projections to return a set of text 
line bounding boxes (Figure 8). OpenCV has once again been used to support 
this implementation.

The final implementation of the binarisation component is largely based 
on OpenCV (Bradski, 2000) functions. The result of the application on Bs 
can be seen with Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Binarised version of Bs.
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that can be applied on a large volume of data in a relatively short 
time frame, was one of the main objectives.

• CombiSeg utilises some parameters that we were able to tune based
on our own data. This level of adaptation is usually not given with
an out-of-the-box solution.

3.3.4. Font Class Recognition

Based on the diverse nature of our data and some conducted tests, target-
ing individual font classes seemed to be a key ingredient for improvements. 
That is why the pipeline forks on two font classes before arriving at the main 
character recognition component. The basis for this is a convolutional neural 
network classifying Antiqua and Fraktur fonts after having been trained on a 
set of individual character images for each class.

Depicted in Figure 9, a small preprocessing pipeline is responsible for the 
conversion of a segmented binary image into a set of individual characters 
(chars).

1. Isolate Characters
Using the text line bounding box information obtained from the pre-
vious component, we isolate individual characters within every line.
This is done by deriving a list of connected components from binary Bi.

2. Select Characters
Selecting a subset of characters follows a strategy which prioritised
first characters within words, having a higher chance of being capital

Fig. 9: Font class recognition preprocessing pipeline.

Segmented Bi Apply CNNSelect
Chars

Crop
Chars

Clean
Chars

Scale
Chars

Isolate
Chars

• Being a fast algorithm (Schneider, 2021), CombiSeg is a major con-
tributor to the overall efficiency of Nautilus. Building a fast pipeline,

The decision to develop and adopt a new solution was driven by two factors:

Fig. 8: Visualisation of the text line bounding boxes for Bs.
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letters (bigger visual difference among font classes). Second, first 
characters within the entire line are discarded (except for the first 
line) since they are more likely to represent digits (e.g. enumerations).

3. Crop Characters
Next, every character is cropped from binary Bi and stored as an indi-
vidual image.

4. Clean Characters
Possible adjacent characters, identified through the connected com-
ponents map, are removed from every character image, in an attempt
to strengthen the isolation process.

5. Scale Characters
Finally, scaling is applied so that every character image is of expected
dimension 32 × 32 and can be processed by the neural network.

The convolutional neural network itself consists of two convolutional layers, 
each one followed by max pooling, joined by two fully connected layers, sepa-
rated by a dropout layer in between.

Majority voting, through the run of a maximum of 15 preprocessed character 
images (Figure 10), ultimately decides on the font class.

3.3.5. Character Recognition

The most crucial component, character recognition, is implemented using the 
Kraken software (Kiessling, 2019), which has been forked from the OCRopus 
OCR System (Breuel, 2008). Next to being rather easy to use, we integrated 
the software library due to its ability to return geometric information about 
the location of characters within Bi. This marks an obvious requirement for 
outputting the ALTO format.

Character recognition using Kraken is done by providing:

1. Binary Bi.
2. The text line segmentation information.
3. The font class (determining the Kraken model that is being applied).

Fig. 10: All 15 character images extracted from Bs, with every single one being classified as Fraktur.
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The Kraken models are trained using the default network architecture and 
early stopping. Figure 11 shows the recognition output for Bs.

3.3.6. ALTO Generation

Finally, ALTO generation is implemented through the addition of some logic 
to improve the character positions returned by Kraken, in order to obtain a 
final set of word bounding boxes (Figure 12). Every character recognition 
confidence score conf, falling in the range of 0 to 1, is remapped to CONF, 
such that

CONF = round(9 – conf*9).

4. Results

The necessary testing results, required to bring the newly developed 
enhancement tool to production, were attained in early 2021. At the time, the 
enhancement prediction component was still based on a binary method, clas-
sifying the quality of i

i
orB  (Quality in Schneider and Maurer (2022)).

Fig. 11: Bs and new
sB  visualised side-by-side.

Fig. 12: ALTO snippet of first TextLine of new
sB .
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4.1. Testing

Applied on a split-off ground truth test set, the following observations were made, 
using threshold θ = 0.95 (quality measure defined in chapter 3.3.1 for ocr

iq(B )):

• 67% of the blocks were predicted to already exceed θ.
• Among the remaining 33% (reprocessing targets), 91% were

improved in a way that a subsequent quality prediction on w
i
neB  

exceeded θ. By leveraging t
i
gB , the average enhancement per block 

could be reviewed and was found to be 0.097 (in contrast to 0.04 for 
all blocks).

Another reassurance was the font classification accuracy of 99%, which 
proved to be valuable to especially enhance Fraktur based blocks.

4.2. Batch Processing

We subsequently applied Nautilus on a little more than 100 thousand news-
papers, containing just above 475 thousand pages (10 TB of TIF images), 
8  million blocks and 175 million text lines. Processing time was reduced by 
splitting the corpus in 8 equally sized batches, which were fed to 8 instances of 
the software running in parallel. Based on the reprocessing rate of 33% while 
testing, we decided to retain the same θ = 0.95 threshold for this first application.

All the computations, which took nearly 15 days, were done on the same 
Linux-based virtual machine that was used for the training of the models. 
Enabled by the Luxembourg Government (n.d.), we were able to use a machine 
with 8-CPU cores, a V100D-16C NVIDIA GPU and 48 GB of RAM. The entire 
dataset was stored and loaded from a Network File System.

Once the processing concluded, the data was re-ingested into the eluxem-
burgensia system, re-indexed into the Solr (https://solr.apache.org/) search 
engine and made available for our patrons.

4.3. Evaluation

Although the absence of any ground truth counterparts rendered a precise 
assessment unfeasible this time, we were able to strongly tie the evaluation 

https://solr.apache.org/
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of the first Nautilus run to Quality, in addition to a vocabulary growth (VG) 
method proposed by Maurer (2017).

To come up with a more representative picture, the final metrics were remod-
elled to reflect the number of text lines (blocks are varying heavily in size). 
Considering only the 23% of text lines (containing 85% Fraktur), that were ulti-
mately reprocessed (due to prediction ≤ θor

i
iq )(B , Quality now assumes that:

• The fraction of lines that is exceeding the threshold equals 70%
(Fraktur lines only: 75%).

• An additional 15% of words can be found in a dictionary of the same
language (Fraktur lines only: 18%).

Those numbers translate to an estimated additional 28 million lines (16% 
of the total 175 million) that are predicted to feature the sufficient quality 
standard.

Fig. 13: Comparison of the Vocabulary Growth measure for the newspaper title “Luxemburger 
Wort” (1849–1950) before and after applying Nautilus.

The VG method proposed by Van de Camp (2008) and adapted by Maurer 
(2017) counts the number of unique words per million words. OCR errors 
introduce a lot of variations for a single correct word, so the VG measure is 
low when the OCR quality is high. That is why the vertical axis in Figure 13 
is upside down. 
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As can be seen, the new OCR is consistently better or at least as good, 
according to this measure, but the improvements are uneven over the 
years and tend to be better for the older period. This can be explained by the 
fact that Nautilus carefully targets Fraktur and Antiqua in a way that the 
original supplier did not, and the period after the 2nd of March 1942 contains 
no more Fraktur, as explained in Luxemburger Wort (1942).

4.4. Comparison with Tesseract

Since our first tests were with Tesseract we also wanted to evaluate the per-
formance of our pipeline against it, using version 5.0.0-alpha-815-g5761. For 
this comparison, we used a tool by Carrasco (2014) on the ground truth and 
Tesseract, respectively Nautilus, since it produces a measure that is also used 
in other papers, such as Hegghammer (2022). We found:

• 3.68 character error rate and 11.82 word error rate for Nautilus.
• 5.05 character error rate and 16.57 word error rate for Tesseract.

Tesseract was used with the Fraktur, deu, ltz and fra models as appropriate 
and the resulting text was post-processed to conform to the same guidelines 
as used in the ground truth (e.g. no long “s”, normalised dashes etc.)

5. Conclusion

With the development of an open-source software pipeline and the genera-
tion of ground truth data, the objectives of the BnL to improve OCR have 
been met. In addition to promising results from the first run of Nautilus, 
this approach could be the basis for future iterations. Individual compo-
nents of the pipeline will have to be improved, extended, or new compo-
nents added.

Image processing is currently applied in a very limited manner in the 
binarisation component. However, dewarping, rotating and cleaning are 
interesting treatments that low quality source images could certainly ben-
efit from. Moreover, it is imaginable to relax the current text block level 
requirement in the future by introducing layout analysis as a precursor to 
Nautilus.
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In terms of component replacement, tests could be done on the generated 
ground truth with OCR engines other than Kraken, such as Tesseract used 
by Kettunen et al. (2020). Both the text line segmentation algorithm and the 
enhancement prediction could also be further refined.

Another area of interest that could lead to improved accuracy is postprocess-
ing. Here, promising approaches certainly come in the form of large language 
models and embeddings as in Nguyen et al. (2020) and in Soper et al. (2021).

With the improvement of an estimated 28 million text lines, the project of cor-
recting OCR of the BnL collections has been a success. The assumption that 
OCR can be corrected at scale through automated processes has been con-
firmed. It remains to be seen what conclusions the BnL can draw from this in 
terms of new digitisation projects. One option is to update the tender require-
ments and enforce a minimum OCR level, whose quality could be assured by 
running batches through the enhancement prediction (Schneider & Maurer, 
2022) to estimate whether Nautilus could still improve them. Alternatively, 
the specifications could remain unchanged since the BnL could run Nautilus 
automatically on newly digitised documents. In both cases, the BnL will be 
able to provide better services to the patrons and researchers.
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